Cheetahs (Animal Ways)

Young readers will find everything from the breeding and training of horses to the mating
songs of frogs in these comprehensive, informative books about a wide variety of animals.
Each engrossing volume examines the habitat, range, classification, evolution, anatomy,
behavior, species identification and endangered status of its subject. Brilliant photography
captures animals and underscores the great variety of species found within each family or
order. Distribution maps pinpoint where each animal is located, and a time line traces its
evolution. Also included are detailed studies -- and stunning illustrations -- of the animals
anatomy, their amazing adaptations and survival skills and the obstacles they face today, due
in large part to humans.
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The Cheetah is the fastest land animal reaching speeds of 45 â€“ 70 mph. accommodates the
Cheetahs way of hunting, which is running as opposed to the stalk. Did you know cheetahs can
span 25 ft. in one stride? Special adaptations help them reach speeds up to 60 mph. Learn
more cheetah facts at Animal Fact Guide !. Cheetahs Purr Educational Resources Kids for
Cheetahs. The cheetah is the world's fastest land animal. Cheetah cubs have long tall hair that
runs from their neck all the way down to the base of their tail, which is called the mantle. Find
out how cheetahs survive in the rich grasslands of the Masai Mara and the threats facing the
tiny cubs, many of whom don't reach maturity. Plains animals.
The Cheetah is a large and powerful feline that was once found her on hunting trips as they are
able to learn how to hunt from watching her.
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